MAINE CHEESE GUILD
An open letter regarding the Food Sovereignty Act
April 12, 2021
To Whom It May Concern:
Maine cheesemakers are the envy of our colleagues around the US because we enjoy
enormous flexibility when establishing and running licensed creameries as dairy processors
while at the same time maintaining a history of safe and extremely high quality dairy
products available to consumers. Our out-of-state colleagues are also amazed to learn
how inexpensive it is to get licensed, and how helpful our Quality Assurance inspectors
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and regulators are when working with any licensed diary who asks for assistance.
Recently a few food processors, including dairy processors, have insisted that they be
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allowed to sell unregulated food to their neighbors – from this idea was born the Food
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Sovereignty Act that was passed through the Maine Legislature in 2017. Under this Act if a
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town or municipality declares themselves “Food Sovereign” their residents are allowed to
sell un-licensed food products from their farms in a face-to-face transaction. In this way
the consumer is able to be their own food inspector. Un-licensed food producers are NOT
allowed to sell their products at Farmers Markets or at Retail shops or distribute them by
mail or other means. It is important to understand that un-licensed food producers are
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often NOT able to secure liability insurance for their products. Most farmers markets and
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retail shops require standard business liability insurance for all their vendors, which
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protects the consumer and the business owner in the case of any food borne
contamination or illnesses. Consumers must accept 100% of the liability when they purchase
un-licensed food from their neighbors.
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The Maine Cheese Guild believes that cheese of the highest quality can only be made with
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a thorough and regularly refreshed knowledge of food safety. The Maine Cheese Guild
promotes and sponsors regular opportunities to learn about best practices for cheese
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making and believes that the best way for professional cheese makers to guarantee the
quality of their product is by being appropriately licensed by the Maine Department of
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Agriculture, as only licensed cheese makers are legally allowed to sell cheese to the public,
and only licensed cheese makers receive feedback from the dairy regulatory unit through
regular testing for contamination and facility inspections. This feedback is critical, together
with on-going education, in maintaining the high quality of award-winning Maine cheese.
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Sincerely,
Maine Cheese Guild Board Leadership

